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SUMMARY 

This  paper  discusses  the  iron   and steel  industry   in relation  to the 

life and human  enterprise  of a  country  under  development,   with  particular 

emphasis  on  the  broad human and   economic aspects  of using a gaseous  direct 

iron-ore  reduction  process  in  a  developing country. 

At   the  beginning of the  paper,   the authors   focus upon a wide   viewpoint 

of siderurgy  as  the art  of extracting,   transforming, and working iron and 

steel   to  useful   products. 

To obtain a wide  framework within which  to  discuss  the  subject,   the 

authors sketch  out   the  role  of  iron  in nature  in  the  broadest  sense,   mention 

ing its biochemical   role  and  contrasting this role  to  that   of the  industrial 

role of iron and  steel  in  the  present  human habitat  as a material    essential 

to modern man's  development. 

Within   this  wide  conceptual   framework,   the  authors  then  focus  upon  the 

subject  of  energy  and  ecology as   it   relates  to  the   theme  of siderurgy.     Also, 

the concept   of  possible  limits  to  world siderurgical  activity is mentioned, 

as well  as  certain   tendencies  in   modern  thought  which  have a bearing on  the 

subject  of  managing or coordinating  the  planet  and how  these may  possibly 

reflect   themselves  into  the  future   siderurgical   panorama. 

From this  point,   the scope  of   the  discussion  is  then narrowed  to  the 

characteristics  of  a  country  under   development  and what has  to be  done  to 

foster development,   which  then  leads   to considering what  is  required  to 

create basic   industries and  the  modern  infrastructure  of the  country.     This 

in turn,   leads  to  consider  the  general  problems  of  the steel  industry in  a 

developing country  and the advantages  of the  use  of a gaseous  direct  red- 

uction  process   to  make steel. 

In  view  of  the  wide ranging  theme of this  paper,   the discussion  is of 

necessity conceptual  and broad;   the  authors have  attempted  to illustrate  the 
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theae rtther profuaely to aid in  sketching out  auch a broad approach  to the 

•ubject and to provide a   flow of idea« and iaage« throughout. It is 

hoped that thie approach »ill be stimulating for eubeequent    reflectiona, 

diecuaaiona, and coaaunicatioa. 
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In   the last   decade,   the   integrated know- 
ledge of man has led hia to    ponder     the orles 
tation and  the   consequences  of his  technologic 

al  development   (Fig.   1)  froa a very 
wide-ranging  point  of  vie«  that encoa 
passes   the planet   that  he populates 
(Ref.   3-10,   3*»,   35,   37-50).     The iron 
and steel  industry  is  not  exempted 
from this «id* viewpoint,  •• may be 
deduced  froa the agenda of the other 
conferences  in   this  series  (Ref.  1,2) 
and with  special  emphasis,   the pres- 
ent  conference  (Fig.   2).     Interesting 
contrasts are  evident  and major and 
minor   problems  of a  challenging na- 
ture  exist in  different countries  of 
the world  (Fig.   3). 

"»-,      SCOPE   OF THIS  MESSAGE 

y • toiituiiev 

Unfortunately,  at   the aoaent of writing 
this message we  do not   have  within  reach all 
the docuaentation which   UNIDO   and other agen- 
cies of   the United Nations    and other organi- 
zations  have  published   thru   the years  on the 
iron and   steel   industry.     However,   even if we 
had this   material   at   the  reach   of our hand,   it 
would have  been   quite   difficult   to  have read 
and assimil atea    it  completely.     Thus,  ie will 
not pretend to  report   herein   statistics and 
numerical   data  that most  probably others have 
published   for   the  consideration of those inter 
ested in   the broad theme  of  the iron  and steel 

industry. 

Also,   we will   not   try to give a laborious  numerical  example  of a hypo- 
thetical   case  to   try  to   ilústrate a particular   point.     This  would  be nor* 
the labour  of each  expert  or group of experts  that would consider in detail 
the   viability of  a  specific industrial   project. 
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IRON IN MATURI 

Rather,   our message  is   oriented  to contribute   certain  points of  view, 
experiences, or  observations   about   the economica  of   the   use of a  gaseous   di- 
rect iron-ore  reduction  process in  developing countries,   for we  bt-lit-ve   that 
this is  what   we  could  most   usefully   contribute  to   this   conference. 

We wish   to  begin  our   message  with 
an  ample  reflexion   that   will   situate 
the   theme   of   the   iron and  steel   indus 
try  in a  wide  conceptual   framework    ~ 
within which   certain  points of  view 
can be highlighted which  we would  con 
sider important   and which  at   the   same 
time are  often  lost  sight  of when  at- 
tention is   focused  with   excessive   de- 
tail   upon   the   iron  and  6teel   industry. 

Siderurgy   (Fig.   k)   is   the  art   of 
extracting,    trans forming, and working 
iron and steel   to  useful   products. 

«     Within this  art   there exist    science 
and  technology which are  pertinent   to 

it and  which  have been  the  object  of  the labor of    íi.j inmoral le ¡'copie    around 
the world.     *e  wish  to  expand   this  point,   for it  will   give  us  a  useful   view. 

IRON   IN NATURE 

Let   us  consider  the  theme  of 
iron itself,   as  an element of  r.aiuit 
(Fig.  5).      Before  iron   figured   in 
the art  of  man  known as  sideri.rgy, 
iron as such   figured in  the  b.ocnem 
ical  procasses  within   the  biosphere 
(Fig.  6).      Thus,   we now   know   that 
before man   existed as a  specios, 
there existed  initially   forms  of 
life much   less   developed   (Ref.    37), 
there being an   initial   epoch  in   the 
evolution   of  cellular  life  (Ref.   11) 

«•>•      in which   cells   existed   that were  an- 
aerobic,   that  is,   they  did not   pos- 

sess  the capability   of  utilizing  oxygen  in   their 
biochemical  processes   (Fig.   7).    The  face   of  the 
earth  was very different   from the   present   (Fig. 
8).     The atmosphere   contained little oxygen, 
the bioschere was populated  by  primitive   organ- 
isms   that did  not utilize   oxygen,   indeed   oxygen 
was a   dangerous contaminant,   a byproduct   of 
then    existing biochemical    processes. 

Gradually,   aerobic   cells evolved and  with- 
in these a key  protein,   essential   for  the   cell 
to utilize oxygen (Fig.  9).     This  protein   is  of 
those  called cytochromes.      In  the  center  of  the 
cytochrome-c  protein   (Ref.   11)  is  an atom  of 
iron which changes valence  between  two states 
of greater and lesser   degree  of oxidation,   from 
trivalent to divalent   and  viceversa.     These  pro 
teina  in effect reduce  and   oxidize  iron     • elica 
lly. 

Citochrome-c is   contained in  all aerobic 
cells  of nearly all  species  living presently in 
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tht biosphere, including »an (Fig. 10).  The face of the earth would be radi- 
cally different whithout thie protein. 
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Within   the human being,   iron appears aa 
well  in  other biological   forms,   including the 
hemoglobin  of the blood (Fig.   11).    Each adult 
normally haa h  to  5 grama of iron in hia organ 
iam,   which  is a small amount of the order of ~ 
0.01% of the weight  of the body.     All   the ac- 
tual  population of  the world represents about 
13,000 metric   tons of biological iron  (Fig.12). 
A human being normally ingests in hia daily 
food about   10  to 15 milligrams of iron,   the 
»orld  population ingests about 37 «etric  ton« 

of iron daily,   that is about  13,000 
»etric   tons annually.     The weight 
of all  human beings in  the planet 
is  of the  order of 130,000,000 met- 
ric   tons   (Fig.   13). 

The world annual ateel produc- 
tion  is of the order of 800 million 
•etric  tons.    We see that man, on a 
world average,  annually  produces a- 
bout  six times his weight in steel 
within the  terrestial  biosphere. 
No  other species  carries out such a 
task  of producing and "moviliEinf" 
iron within  the biosphere.    In high 
ly  developed countries,  man prod- 
uces 20 to  30 times his weight in 
«teel;  in  developing countries,  man 
produces on the order of two times 
or  less,  hi* weight in steel,  an- 
nually. 

Modern man is,   to coin a phrase, 
th* 9ml1 *nt of at**1-    0»<Ur .«. 
isting criteria,  his index of modern 

ity or  development  depends  on how many ti mea ~ 
h« produces his own weight  in steel,  annually. 
undoubtedly,   there are models of development 
that stongly  question this criteria  (»ef.   15, 

.«¿.i   ?o  #   \f?Ch/'  f0r •Jta"P1#.   th« Tannaniaa model   (Ref.   14)   0f development,  which basic- 
ally rejects   this  criterion  in a certain way. 

we see   then,   that  iron  in nature was cru- 
cial  in   transforming (Fig.   Ik)  the biosphere 
of the world  in which we live and  that it  part 
icipate. interiorly  i« .,u hi. or»^,^.- 
used iron internally before he knew what  it 
»a..     iron   figUrtd inn«ttly in th# inttrior 

life of man   (Fig.   15) and ..  time p.„.d man 
diacovered the  use of iron externally to his 
organism,   entering thereby into the iron a«e. 
according to  the anthropologists (Fig.   16)! 

When man   introduced the art of the us* of 

his way  of life »nd with this  the  face of the 
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OUT 
earth was  changed again a  second   time   (Fig.   1?) 
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(Ref.   19)   thru   the  ages   from  the   Stone   Age   to 
the   present   (Fig.   18). K 
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Wé have  wished   to sketch  this   perspective 
of  iron in   the  biosphere  to highlight   the  tras- 
cende^  role of iron in  the huían  habitat  and 
activity.     Man  is a  soft   creature  within  whom 
iron  carries  out  a key role  in hia  internal  bio 
kinetics.     Externally to himself,   .an  requires" 
the   use of  iron in   the  development   of  his mod- 
em  enterprise.     He  requires  it  as  a metal   in 
hie atructurea,  edifices,   dwellings,   in   the 
highways and in  the  machines and  objects with 
»nich he carries  out his  modern  doings. 

For modern man  or man  on   the  road  to  be- 
coming modern,   iron  does not  represent   just  a 
b^aic  industry but  rather an over-ndn,,- '.^cm- 
ity  in the  modern  human  condition   (Fig.   19). 
Siderurgy is an art   that  encompaasea  science 
and  technology   essential        for  man's  develop- 
ment. F 

This  point  is  very important   for, if we 
»isn  to consider the concepta of economica 
»ith respect   to the aiderurgicai   induatry of 
countries under development,  it   turns out  that 
economic  factors are not  of  the.aelvee  the  on- 
ly  determinants of  the siderurgical   activity 
(Fig.   20).     It  is  not  very  probable  that  a  peo 
pie  would choose  to  depend  totally  on   foreign* 
aiderurgicai   activity  (Fig.   21)  and   this  obser 
vation,  by  itself,   would  tend to  place  the  de- 
cisions relative  to   the  steel   industry,   not  en 
tirely  in  the  doaain  of economica  but  rather ~ 
somewhat  in   the socio-political   plane  (Fig.   2?), 
or almply in   the  plane of  private  genuine  self 
interest. - 

To expand  this  point,   it  ia  important   to 
consider what  i8  the  proportion  of  the Gross 
National  Product   (QNP)   that  is generated  direct 
ly by  the  steel  industry  in a country  (Ref.   53T. 
••  find  that   to  the  surprise  of  some,   in  count 
riea  such aa   the  United States  of  America  and" 
other  of about  equal   development,   the  siderur- 
gical   indtstry  repreaents  only about  2  to  }% of 
the QNP.     In  developing countries,   the   figure 
•ay be about  0 to 2# of the QNP.     There are 
other  sectors  within  the GNP  that  are  often 
•*ny  times greater,   depending on   the  country 
in queation.     «• see  then   that   the  siderurgical 
activity is  primarily  important   becauae  of  its 
important        affecta within  the human   enter- 
priae  of a  country,   because  it   is  a  basic  in- 
dustry   that   feeds  other industrial   activitiea, 
•ore   than because of the economic activity 
«lich is directly atributable  to it  aa a  per- 
cent  of the QNP. v 
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It is well to point out, however, 
that the siderurgical activity general 
ly figures mora prominently in the coa 
mereiai balance of trade than in the ~ 
GNP, with percentages of the order of 
5, 10, 15* of the trade flow involved 
in the commercial balance (Ref. 53). 
From the economic point of view, this 
is one of the principal aspects of a 
purely economic nature in the siderur 
gical picture, more than as a frac- 
tion of the QNP.  Thus, the siderur- 
gical activity should be fostered to 

as great a degree as possible within the priv 
ate sector of the economy in developing count 
ries, so that it may effectively catalyze the 
total human enterprise of those countries. 
In some cases, this may involve some type of 
subsidy at the most, in order that such an 
activity be sufficiently attractive to assure 
private participation.  Though this is only 
our opinion, we feel that, when the siderurgi- 
cal activity is placed entirely in the public 
sector (i. e. state owned and operated), then 
an important part of the catalytical effect 
of the steel industry upon human enterprise 
may be lost.  We would, of course, recognize 
that different opinions and exceptions may 
exist as to this point, but we feel it is ge- 
nerally a correct assessment of many cases in 
the world steel picture and we know that we 
are not at all alone in this opinion (Ref. 33). 
We would recommend that governments of develop 
ing countries adopt as a policy the criteria 
of fostering the steel industry in the priv- 
ate sector rather than in the public sector. 
Certainly the fraction of the QNP involved 
will not of itself imply a great change in 
economic policy but it will assure that the 
catalytic effect of the steel industry upon 
human enterprise will be most effectively in- 
corporated into the economic activity of the 
country. 

In this connection it is interesting to 
note that, as reported in Scientific American 
(Ref. 13), the 1972 Nobel Prize in economics 
was awarded to Kenneth J. Arrow and John R. 
Hicks "for their pioneering contribution« to 
general economic equilibrium theory and welfare 
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theory   ...     In welfare economics   one  would  like   to  «how  that   an   econome   sys- 
tem can  be  designed   to satisfy   the  needs  and  wishes   of  the   majority   of   peotic 
One  might   think  that  one   could ask   individuals   to rank  various  possible   econo- 
mic  states  and arrive at  a   consensus.     Arrow's  work   show  that  such   a  con- 
sensus   is  technically impossible".     Thus,   we   can  only   point   out  our   opinion 
and   try  to  explain   it best   we  can   to  those who  would   consider it,   with   due 
mutual   respect   to   those who  would   disagree. 
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KNKRGY   AND   ECOLOGY 

Today  it   is  not   possible   to discuss   the 
economy   of  siderurgical   processes  without   con- 
sidering   the world  panorama   of energy sources 
and  ecological   aspects   (Fi jr.   2 3).     »Vhen   consi- 
dering  the   possibility   of  installing or   in- 
creasing   the   siderurgica!   activity   < f a   country 
it   is  necessary   to  consider   tue   procurement   of 
energy  and  raw  materials,   be   they   from internal 
o     external   sources   (Fig.   ?k).     Besides   the  con 
sideration  of  marketing and   finances,   these  are 
basic   data   for   any  siderurgical  project   (Fig. 
?5).  We   will   not  go  deeper   into  these points 
because   many  and  diverse  studies and  opinions 
exist  with   regard  to   these. 

It   is   significant,   nevertheless,   that   it 
is   estimated   (Ref.   9^   that   if all   the  count- 
ries  of   the world were   to achieve a   standard 
of  living  equal   to  that   of   the most   industria- 
lized countries   (Fig.   ?6),   the world's  coamer- 
cial   grade  reserves  of   iron   ore would not   run 
out   in   the   near   future,   but   on   the   other   hand, 

to   3  decades  the  reserves  of  other  commerci al-grade  ores   vital   to   in 
activity would run   out,   such   as   chrome  and  nickel   (stainless steelsT, 

,   copper,   lead,   zinc,   tin,   molybdenum,   mercury,an i   silver   (see  Figure 
¿6).     This   implies   that   there  are   natural    li- 

», mits   to   the  growth   of   industrial   activity    and 
Population   (Fig.   2?"),   which   can not   but   trans- 
late  itself into   the   concept   of limita  to   the 
world  steel market,   which   in   turn  represents, 
in   the   last analysis,   the  concept   of  liai ts   to 
the  world  siderurgical   activity.     This concept 
of  limits   is not   derived   from  the Club of 
Rome's  report   (Ref.   5)   and  is  quite   independent 
of   the   controversy  that   surrounds   that  work 
(Ref.   5*0. 

• tOfRUHaYCA 
PROJICT 

Actually,   the   concept   of limits   to   growth   is an   important  concept, even 
though  no general   agreement   exists  as   to   time   and magnitude.     In  general,   we 
would   say  that   the  concept   of limits  characterizes   the  siderurgical   sphere. 

As we snail  discuss later  in  more  detail,   when  discussing the  siderurgi 
cal  industry  of a country,   the concept   of  conserving  nonrenewable  resources" 
comes  into  play  (Fig.   28),   be  it   in   terms  of  raw materials   or energy  sources. 
At   the  same   time,   this involves   the  balance  of   payments of  a  country  (Fig.   ¿9), 

We  see, then,   that generally, when   discussing  the   siderurgical   industry  of 
a  country,   both  internal  as "well   as  international  and  global   factors sust   be 
examined. 

I If  one  is  to  discuss   the  possible,   existent, or nafjceiit   siderurgical   activ 
j lty as  a  function  of local   conditions as regards raw  materials,   energy  sources 
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MRU 
and  aarkets (Fi#ç.   30), we   find that the  diacu- 
aaion turns to  considering the appropriata 
technology for   the  optiaua benefit or econoalc 
reault.     The aiderurgical   industry (Fig.   31) 
is  an activity  in  which  science and technology 
hawe  been the  object  and result of the  exten- 
sive application  of research   and development 
to  obtain the aost appropriate processea  in 
teraa of sise,   energy,and ra» aaterials. 
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FOUR  STRATA   OR  LEVELS   OF  THINKTNP, 

This   carries  with   it  several   implications and   c onsei:uences. 

It 
ject  is 

HMT  »TNATA Ot    TMIMMign 

«"•» AND OCVf lOWHINT 

M*h  »MOoucfs 

•ClfNCf    AND 

TICMMOLOCV* 

is   not  possible   to delve  deeply  into  these  matters  because   the  sub- 
,      too   extensive.      However,   we  would wish   to   point   out   what   to  us  re- 
present   certain  interesting tendencies   of modern   thought  wh,ch  we   could  r«i i 
the  "Four   levels  of   thinking"  (Ref.   2k) i H 

Level of Research  and  Development 
Level of Technological   Forecasting 
Level of Technology Assessment 
Level of Planetary  Management   or Coordination 

In  general,   in  the   first   level   of  thinking 
(Fig.   32),   that  of   "Research and   Development", 
man evolves  science  and  technology.     in  the 
second   level   of thinking  (Fig.   33),   man  attempts 
to predict  the  technology which  he  will   or he 
»ay  develop in   the   future.     In   the   third level 
of thinking  (Fig.   3H «an enquires   concerning 
the  effects,   positive  or  negative,   that  will 
envelop   a  country  or   the  world  if  such   techno- 
logy »ere  developed and applied  in  the   future. 
That  ia,   he makes  an   "assessment"  of  technology, 
considering many  factors  including  ecological, 
economic, and  social   factors.     In  the   fourth  le- 
vel  of   thinking  (Fig.   35),   man  enquires  concer- 
ning the   orientation  that  he should  give  to his 
affairs  and to  technology  to avoid   the negative 
effects   in  a  country  and  ultimately  in   the 
planet  as  a whole.     This  is  the  level   of Planet 
ary Management  or  Coordination,   i.   e. ,   manage-- 

rial  action,   coordination,or  concordance  on  a 
planetary  level.     Rather  than a  constituted 
authority  on a  planetary level,   planetary man- 
agement   is a  phenomenon f communication and a 
shared  decision process,   as are  essentially  all 
management  processes. 

MCOWO WMT» Of THWMWWO 

TlCMtWtOeWM. FOMCAtTNM 
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WUHTM STRATA OF THINKING 

MANAOHM  TNI KANfT 
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»Vi   »O HH   AMAMI   «M>    TO 

•c.w«Konv FO AVO« THt  NCO 

•"» »*»*.'• •.«cou.rc»*«» 

We  have wished  to define these   four strata 
of thinking  (Fig.   36),  not   for philosophic  rea- 
sons but   for a practi   3Q   reason:     this Third 
Interregional  Symposium of  the  Iron and  Steel 
Industry   can be said  to be a part   of  this com- 
munication  process  on  a world scale  and  as such 
is  of  itself an element   of  planetary  management 
in its  actual  state   of development.     In  this 
forum,   limits and possibilities  will  be  dis- 
cussed  as well  as  markets,   technology, and  stra- 
tegies   of  development.     Those communications 
»ill  no   doubt  influence  the  thoughts and deci- 
sions  of  people  in  different  parts  of  the world 
and as  such  the managerial   decisions  of  differ- 
ent  echelonsin   the   private  and governmental 
sectors. 

Thus,   it   is a  practical   consideration  to 
visualise  the   four levels  of thought  which we 
have  pointed out  here,   for  they serve  to  high- 
light  in  a  wide  framework   the meaning of  this 
type of  symposium. 
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it expect   that auch  of what  »a 
«ill   subsequently coaaent     «ill   be 
relaxant   to   this  fraaework.     It  i« 
not  possible   • o  fully  expand  say  of 
the  levels  of   t.linking,   only   to bear 
thea    n  aind  as a reference   fraaework. 

The  theae  of our a* s sage  is  cen- 
tered on  the   econosica  of a  gaseous 
direct-reduction process  in  the  con- 
text   of a  developing country. 

To develop  this subject,   as   first 
"•-*• wish  to discuss  briefly  certain  things 

such as: 
Ths  characteristics  of •  developing  country. 
What   has  to be done  to  foster development. 
What   is  required to create  basic  industries 

and  the infrastructure. 
And  then se would diacutta: 

The frenerai   probleas  of  the  steel   industry is such a  context. 
Advantages of gaseous  direct iron-ore   reduction proceaaes. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF   A  COUNTRY   UNDER  DEVELOPMENT 

2. 

3. 

What  do as understand by tht  ter«  "A 
ally,   the  following: 

1. A country ia which the grosa nati 
A country in which the industrial 
foraed. 
A country  in   which   the econoaic  s 
generally  depends  strongly  on agr 

-+.     A country  in  which  the percapits 
there being  generally a  great  aaj 
ainority  of  very  rich  persons,   wi 

•e recognite that   this  definition  of a  cou 
arbitrary,  nevertheless,   we  believe  that   i 
•any   people usually   consider, 

WAT  HAS TO BE  DONE  TO  FOSTER  DKVELOPHr.KT? 

country under development"*    Baaia- 

oaal  product   is low. 
sector  does  not exist or ia beiag 

ctivity ia  not  balanced and which 
ículture,   forestry, and  fishing. 
incoae is not   sell distributed, 
ority of poor  persons and a aaall 
th a very aaall Biddle class, 
ntry under  developaeat  la soaewhat 
t   represents   tht typical   iaage which 

3. 

If   the  four  prece ,-:iî..-    charaeteriatice are  considered as typical   of a 
country  under devel opaent,   then what  haa   to be  done   to   foster developaeat   ia 
eaaentially to  invert   the  teres so aa  to: 

1.     Increase  ths   gross  nationsl   product. 
Fora or  increase  the  industrial   aector. 
Quids  the econoaic activity in  auch a way aa   to balance it  in  teraa 
of industrial   activity,  agriculture,   forestry.and  fishing,   adequately 
stimulating   each. 

*•.     Iaprove  the   distribution  of  the  percepita  incoae by the  creation  of 
jobs and the   progressiv«  foraatioa  of an  ecoaoaically and eocially 
healthy aiddle  class. 

This  iapliea that  the   following ia  required: 
1.     Establish  an   independent  econoaic   policy. 

Rapidly achieve  a  profitable econoaic  scala. 
Iaprove the  balance of payaenta. 
Create joba. 
Make the beat   uae  of local   national  resource«. 

2. 
3. 
k. 



»HAT IS  REHIRED TO CREATE  BASIC   INDUSTRIE,  AN:,  THE NECTARY   INFRA-iTRUCTll^ 

Th«  creation  of baaic   industry requ.ree   the   following- 
Iron «ad  «teel * 
Energy 
Ccaeat 
Cheaical 
Petroeheaical 

Th« craatioa of tht infraatructurea requires  tht  folloein*- 
Transportation *• 
Coaauaication 
Riga way« 
Health and hygiene faciliti«« 
Irrigation 
School« 
Banking «y a teas 

PROBLEMS  OF THE STEEL  INDUSTRY  IN A 
PiTlLOPINa COOKTRÏ 

A« *•   «entioned earlier,   the  siderurgical 
•ctitrity  (Fig.   37)   is  lit; esset.Unl       activity 
•ithla  th«  general  huaan development,   both in 
ttraa of th«  producta «hich are generated and 
applied a« in  ter.« also of the   exert-iHP or 
science and  technology »ithin  the siderurgical 
and  induatrial  arta.    Thu«,  in  the  developaent 
policy of alaost  any country the  solution of 
th« «id«rurgical   problea« of the  country «ill 
oecapy • proainent   place.    Depending on the 
country (rig.   38),   this aay be lead  to situât- 
i«f the siderurgical  question «ither in the 
private «ector or in th« public s«ctor of th« 
•coaoBy, or  perhaps siaultancously  in both 
sectors. 

It is  poaaible  to visualise   that a country 
under d«»elopa«nt  *in «volve across  the entire 
«p«ctru«  (fig.   39)   froa total  iaport«r  of «id- 
•rurgical  producta  to th« level  of   seii-auffi- 
ci«acy and «v«n  to ««port capacity.     Within this 
•p.ctrus of coédition«. •• aay distinguish the 
fol losing caasa of interest (Fig.   *+0)i 

Total  importation of «iderurgical  product«. 
Mea-integrated «teel industry:     rolling of 

iaport«d «teel in the   fora of billet« 
or Belting cold charg«   to aak« «t«el. 

Ist«grat«d steel  indu«try:     reduction,  aeH 
ing,  refining, and rolling to aatisfy ~ 
local   aarket. 

St««l  industry  for «iporting:     exceoe capa 
city  is «sported. "* 

Bscaus« of th« «xc««a capacity   (Fig.  <»1 ) 
in  ta« larga «t««l-producing countri«« (Ref.  1), 
it  is coaaoa in  th« initial stages of d«v«iop- 
•••t of a country   to «olv« the n««d of «teel 
product« by iaportiag. 
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However,   «hen  the  consumption  of steel 
products become  significant,   it  is attractive  to 
substitute  the importation of such producta by 
producing  them locally  on a non-integrated basia 
(Fig.   42),   usually  by rolling imported billet  or 
ingot. 

When  production and consumption  of steel 
products  increases   further  (Fig.  43),   it   becomes 
attractive  to think of    integrating the miderur- 
gical  activity by  including ore-reduction   proces- 
ses — in  a blast   furnace,   in an  electric  red 

uction   furnace, or  in direct-reduction 
processes.     Semiintegration may also 
be achieved  by  using electric   furnaces 
and local   or imported scrap.       The ade 
quate  technology  depends on   the  scale" 
of the  internal  demand,  the  tolerable 
internal  prices versus the imported 
product,   the  availability of local  or 
external  sources  tc  supply  energy, 
ore,   raw materials,   refractories,   etc., 
as »ell   as  tht  availability  of capital 
ani adequate   personnel,   services,   etc. 

The  decision  to  expand  the  steel 
industry  of  the  country  to  the  level 
of achieving export  capacity is  a  dec. 
ision which  depends as  much  on  siderur 
gical   factors  as on  other  general   fact 
ors of  the  economic  policy  of a count"" 
ry.     In some cases,   because of a small 
internal  market,   this may be an  early 
decision  (Fig.  44)  imposed by  the con 
sideration that  the minimum installable 
capacity exceeds the local  demand.    The 
tendency  to  establish local  steel  in- 
dustry and to export  the excess capacity 
has been a popular trend to the  present. 
It  is not  easy  to conclude  that   in  the 
future  such  a point  of view will  be 
sustainable  versus  the concepts  of 
limits to growth,   for if many countries 
concur  in  the same  formula,   then the 
effect   could be  to  depress  prices  of 
the international market,   thus making 
it  less attractive to escalate   the 
steel  industry to export levels.     This 
could tend to  favor  the importation 
of steel  products to developing count 
ries instead of their trying to install 
or expand their own steel industries. 
From the  point  of view of the  concepts 
of managing or coordinating the planet, 
this could be considered as a  favor- 
able utilization of the excess world 
•teel  capacity,  which on  the other 
hand could be a positive objective if 
it  could  be carried out under  equit- 
able or  convenient commercial  baais 

-.•-«« for  the  Cou»triea under development. 

o» eowiwwnoi» 
««otóme re mi 



t.MiTtio. For on th« othur hind v h . „. +s', tri«. ri,n. 
cepts of liait« to growth ind: -«t^ not ,.,îy j ,. 
ita to population, contamina IT., e„,rí, „ourcca 
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.««•>.~...t cani tal.     Thu«   the  o-i-ati ..n  ansss   as  to ehethe" 
•*-" * ll   is   logical    t->   f.vor   ir,   the   »hole   worn   the» 

•Plication   -f   camtal   to   the   creation   • ••   «,,,] 
industries   wi*h   excels  ca:,inty   ,,,        ;,lltri„ 
un 1er   devel   P«„„t   when   in   other   countries  -,..„., 

.....       caoacity   also   exist«.     This,   co,.li   be   ..n   la,   rù" 
^nt   question   if   one  consider«   »>i«»    D,.  .,,     , 

dustry  is  quite  intensive  of  camtal,   for   the   .„o ,n*   « "    Î* 
were  not   preferable   for  a   developing country   to   invest    •    •     "        Í   , "   !t 

industrial   branch  lee,   intensi ,.Vc.pi t.l' oí   ^"^ , ^i "l'^1 -' "  ^tf>- 

As nay be observed 
not pretend to solve he 
which envelop the subje 
development. It is not 
would  desist   from wishi 

, these are trul 
re, only to indi 
et of the iron a 
very probable t 

nie  to  establish 
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y   probi--inatic   questions   which  »e  would 
cate   the« as  characteristic   questione 
nd   steel   indutry  in   countries under 
hat   the  countriee   unter   development 
rr   expand   their   siderurgica!   activity 

as   part   of   their   economic   policy, 
for   in   onerai   they   w oui d  seek   a'cer 
tain   decree   of  autonomy   and   indepenJ 
en e*» 
a t    -, , 
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MANAOERIAL 
ACTION 

mentioned earlier. 

iiy-4« 

-    ienng   the   concepts   or   liaits   to 
•r^wth,   it   could   be   thought   that   the 
tendency  towards  independent  econ- 
omic   policies  in   this  and  other 
fields   (Ref.   V,   17,   «»g,    ?6)f   proba 

bly   would   finally   iead   to   economic" 
policies  not  of greater   independence 
as   such,   but  rather   to   greater   inter- 
dependence  or   coordination,  which 
would  be  expected   froa   the   point«  of 
view  of  the  concept   of  managing or 
coordinating  the   planet   which  we 

The  aanagerial  action  (Fig.   46)  would  probably  evolve   m   th.   field „r 

the   rltï nf  ,i•,^ "«01.111.«  th.   U.U.   to gro.th   „    th.   U.U.  to 

i«   »h.»,! '   Preaent   and   future.     One   possibility   that   could   -,    etraamed 

.. i:  LTgLrarDrL
du"t^rent h

for- vioc*to —*- -;"- 
in   other  copies!     Pr°dUCt8 'hlCh   C"   b*   P-duce<  -"h   th,   „ce,-    rapaci, 

.orld^nUerîroiCct^0  °í  "*  C°nCept"  °f   U'ita   t0  «ro"th.   —itioa.l 
should  be  installed  in   rf.!!?«ÌV !*   "1]   evident   that  «actional  capacity 

:ilv-u ¿.     S.ÍT-A.ÏT^.22Sï rÄ?5 SÏÏii- 
•»».; í.° ---X:c^;L";Sif^^\rr::;„j?¡? <••»' —• 
wlicü'ínr'ÍÍM.^r^ií  tak^a8 a   b"lS   that  Än  1"*T.nd.at   .CC.O.K 
into  th.     VA characteristic  of a  country  under develop«.*t.     Prelected 
»to  the  «d.rurgic.1  a.ctor  this would  reflect  itself princìpi^   i.  ". «J 
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it affects  the  commercial   balance   of  payments 
of a  country  aa a consequence of  this sector. 
Depending on  the available  natural   resources, 
a  country could adopt   different  policies  with 
respect   to the balance  of  payments  and to   the 
conservation  of the   non-renewable   natural   re- 
sources,  which  in  the   siderurgica!,   sector   would 
basically be  the iron-or« and  the  energy  sour- 
ces.      Thus,   if  the  iron-ore  resources are   very 
large   (Fig.  ^8),  it   may be  attractive  to  export 
the   ore  rather  than  to  subject  it   to local 
siderurgical   processes.     The balance  of  payments 

would  be   favored directly by   export 
ing the   ore,   but  this  non-renewable 
resource  would  be  progressibly  ex- 
hausted.     Something similar  would 
occur  in   the  case of  the energy 
sources, assuming that   large  resour 
cea exists.     When natural  resources 
are not   abundant  (Fig.   *»9),   then it 
may be  attractive to  import   part 
or all   of  them  for  the  local   side- 
rurgical   activity.     In  the esse of 
the iron   units,   these  may be  import 
ed as  iron or«  or scrap,  assuming 
that  siderurgical  processes  are 
selected  accordingly.     The  balance 
of payments  in  such  a   case it   favor 
ed  to  the  degree  that   imported aide 
rurgical   articles of high  price are 
suppressed or   to  the  degree  that 
equivalent  steel  products are  ex- 
ported. 

The   evolution of  mini-steel 
plants   (Fig.   50)  in  different  count 
ries,   especially  including  those of 
long-standing  siderurgical   tradition 
(Bef.   25),   has  been another   factor 
which  makes  it   attractive  to   count- 
ries under  development   to establish 
their   own  siderurgical   industry, 
even on   a  modest  scale. 

Thus,   we  see that  the  general 
problems  of  the siderurgical   indus- 
try in   countries under  development 
is immersed  in a context  of  great 
change  and uncertainty.    Neverthe- 
less,   the  present  tendency  is  de- 
finitely  toward  the establishment 
or expansion  of the  siderurgical  in 
dustries  in countries under  develo£ 
ment   (Ref.   28)  and it   is in   this 
tendency  in  which it   is particular 
ly attractive   for many countries to 
establish  siderurgical  industries 
based  on  gaseous direct  iron   ore 
reduction  processes. 

IIS-«* 
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From the point of vie» of foster 
ing the economic development of cnunt 
ries under development, the gaseous 
direct - reduction processes present 
various advantages to those »ho part- 
icipate in the coordination and deci- 
sion   functions. 

In   the   first   pi ¡ice   (Fif.   '?1), 
tie   gaseous  direct   i run-ore   reduction 
processes make   it   possible   to   produce 
..teel   economically  at   low     ^lacities, 
even   for  local   markets   of   the   order 
of  100,000 metric   tons   per   year;   for 
example,the   fixed-bed   gaseous   direct 
i eduction  processes  are   scaleable   in 
the  range   from  100  to   .\Û00  metric 
tons   per day   of  iron   in   th*   form of 
sponge   (72,000   to  1,4*40,000   metric 
tons  per year  of refined   liquid steel). 
This   rangeability  (Fig.   S<? )   is of 
great   interest   for   fostering   the 
development   of countries   or   regions, 
because  conventional   processes sho» 
minimum economic  capacities   of  the 
order   of 200,000   for   non-flat   products 
and   500,000  metric  tons  per  year   for 
flat   products   (Ref.   1).     It   is  evident 
that   this  rangeability,   particularly 
of   the   fixed-bed processes   (Fig.   53), 
is an   important  characteristic  of  the 
direct-reduction processes,    for  it 
gives   the  facility  of   introducing  the 
siderurgical   industry   to  a  country 
when  the consumption   is  still   at a 
very  low level.     Also,   it.   permits  the 
industry to  grow with   the   same reduc 
tion   technology up  to  the   production 
levels  of blast  furnaces;   it   is also 
possible during  the   scale-up  of  pro- 
duction   (Fig.   5^)   to  progressively  use 
the   most  convenient   technologies  in 
the   departments downstream  of  the   red 
uction  step. 

en iMBmc» 

—     1 ciaMuai 

Another  way of   viewing   the advan 
tage   of  promptly achieving  economic 
production of  steel, even   for  local   mark 
eta  of  the  order of  100,000  metric 

tona per year, i a  illustrated in  Tig.   bb.     The 
middle curve, a,   is  the  demand  as a   function  of 
time assumed   for  a  country under  development. 

The  lower  curve,  b,   is the   probable  produc 
tion   ->t steel  or   the  capacity  of  production,   as 
suaing conventional  processes  to   fulfill   the 
demand.     It   is most  probable  that   the   insta ila'ion 
of conventional   capacity will   usually     be  delayed 



until   the   demand «rows  above   the siniaus  »conmic   me   for   convention«]   pro- 
cesses.     This  rmulti   in   a   deflection  of   the   production   curva »ith   respect 
to  the  demand. 

The  upper   curve,   c,   renref.ent   the   rossib.litv   of  production  with   gas- 
eous  direct   reduction,   which   can be    .«ed   tn   introduce   the  siderurgie acti- 
vity   at   levels   ],i«ir   t.j.^n   cor. vent iena! .     This   jtiv»»«   as   a   result   a   favorable 
defection   of   th>    nr.ducti >n   curve   with   respect   to   the   demand  and   it   leads 
to •: t , -,,,:, • ,   ;    j consuapt. i on   of  «tee!   and   the   over»] 1   development   .•!   the 
country  because  of  the   availability  and   price   of   steel   products;   there  exist 
also   the   possibility     f   t art i c i pat i ng  in   the   exp.v».   «arket . 
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In the esse of conventional processes, 
the deflection of the curve tends to dis- 
courage consumption sad to cause the im- 
ports ti on of steel products.  It is pos- 
sible thst this say represent s particular 
ly unfavorable deflection of s country's 
development, in some cases. 

Comparing th" curves se see thst for 
a given time, t, there is a difference of 
production 5P »hich is favorable sad shich 
represents an advantage in the industrial 
development »hen direct-reduction proceaj 
es are used.  Similarly, to schieve the 

same level of production, «e see that 
there it s difference in time, At, 
betsesn the t»o cases.  Both fsctors 
UP and ¿it, are favorable for the as 
sumsd case of gaseous direct-reduc- 
tion processes versus conventionsl 
processes. 

A second advantage (Fig. 56) 
which is derived iros using or con- 
sidering the use of gaseous direct 
reduction processes in countries ug 
der development is that the teehno- 

J 

• •• ». 
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logy of some of this« processes has been proved commercially on «n industrial 
scile by nany years of experience. It is noi an unknown element to be test- 
ed. It is post-able to determine with i nduatrial - «i-al e data the chiract 
tics and performance. 

•n s- 

From   this  second  advantage,   there   is   derived   a   third  advantage   (Fig.   V> 
which   it   is well   worth   rointing out   in   particular,   for  by   counting on   thin 
proved   technology  it   is   possible   to  advance   on  a   firm basis  the   developm-nt 
of  energy   sources  (gas  and   electricity)  within   the  overall   industrial   develop 
ment.     It   is well   to  conceptually  explain   this  aspect   to  a   certain  degree. 

OtMtl MDUS1MS 
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Normally,  or  at  least   in an  ex- 
emplified  case of  a  country under  de- 
velopment   with   low   initial   consumption 
of steel   products,   the  course  of de- 
velopment   would usually   lead  to  in- 
troducing  the steel   industry at   some 
point  beyond  the  beginning of indus- 
trialization  (Fig.   58)   to  correspond 
with  a phase in which it   would  be ex- 
pected  to  supply a   local   demand above 
the   minimum economic capacity   for  con 
ventional   processes  (200,000 metric 
tons   per  year non-flat,   500,000  metric 
tons   per year   flat   products).     Thus, 
the  usual   course  of  industrial   develu£ 
ment  would   lead to a reduced energy 
plan  at  the  beginning. 

On  the  other  hand   (Fig.   59),   if 
it   is   considered   that  a   aiderurgical 
process  of  gaseous  direct  reduction  is 
introduced   from the beginning,   the 
energy  plan  may be  advanced,   thus  in- 
stalling  from the  beginning energy 
capacity  to  supply   the steel   industry. 
This   consideration  introduces size 
savings into  the  energy  plan which  in 
turn  may  be  beneficial   for  the  group 
of industries  featured  (Fig.  60)   in 
the  industrial   development  and  it  would 
catalyze all   of the  process of  indus- 
trial   development.     This would u< color- 
ate   the growth  of  the economy  in   general 

•>•-•• 

A   fourth advantage  which accom- 
panies  the  use of gaseous  direct-red- 
uction  processes  is also  related  to the 
energy sources.    This advantage  resides 
(rig.   61)   in  the   fact  that   in  joint 
promotion  of industrial  development it 
is  possible   to consider and  provide  for 
the miaultanaous energy requirements of 
the  steel   industry  together with  the 
petrochemical  industry,  which in  turn 
permits the  optimisation of the energy 
supply,  making allowances  as well   for 
the  priority and assignments of  the 
energy  uses   in optimum  form,  with  the 
possibility   of achieving  economies of 
scale   in the  energy  systems,   also making 
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it   feasible   to  avoid,   in  so   far  as 
possible,   non-programed and   costly 
modifications   or additions   to   the 
energy  systems. 

A   fifth  advantage  of  the  use  of 
gaseous direct-reduction  processes 
in  countries  under   development   is   the 
lower relative  capital  investment  per 
ton compared  to  coke oven-blast   fur- 
nace  combination   'Ref.   55).     This 
leads  to an   effective  use   of capital, 
which is  particularly  scarce  in  count 
ries under  development.     Also,   the 
successive investments are   deferred 
as much  as  possible,   thus  avoiding in 
great  part   both     idle   capacity  and 
idlecapital  (fig-   6?). 

Another  way   of  viewing   the   con- 
cept   of capital   investment   per annual 
ton is in  regard  to  its relationship 
with  possible   technological   (Ref.   28) 
and  capital   forecasts  (Fig.   63).     It 
may  be  observed   that   gaaeous  direct 
reduction  is  a  much  newer   technology 
which  is  still   high  on its  curve  of 
development;   such  a  curve   descends 
with  time  for   most  processes, as  may 
be appreciated  in  the  illustrated 
graph of Fig.   63.     Thus,   the  direct- 
reduction   processes have  a   greater 
potential   for   further  cost   reduction. 

On  the  other  hand,   the  blast   fur 
nace  is  very  much  advanced  along its 
curve  of development, so  its   potential 
for   diminishing investment  is  less 
than   for   the  gaseous  direct-reduction 
process. 

If we   observe   the   following 
graph,   Fig.   6^,   we  will   see   that   the 
HyL gaseous   direct-reduction   process, 
at   real   prices,   had  shown   a  diminish 
ing capital   investment   per   annual 
ton. 

,i,-B3 A  sixth   advantage  of   the   use  of 
gaseous  direct-reduction   process  in 

countries  under  development   is related  to  the  possibility   of achieving good 
quality  control   promptly,   particularly  with  regard   to   the  problem   of residual 
elements  in  the  melting of scrap.     By  using mixtures  of sponge  iron  and 
•crap,   the  level   of  residuals may  be  diminished with  great   facility  by  the 
effect   of dilution  and  slag reactions,   thus making  it  possible  to  use lower- 
priced  scrap.     This  is  important   tc   promptly achieve   profitable  production of 
a   variety  of  quality  steels with  an   effective  quality   control, even   at   low 
levels  of   production. 

A  seventh    advantage  which  is  derived   from the  use  of gaseous  direct-red- 
uction   procesa  is  related  to  certain  ecological  and  economic aspects  of  the 
use   of sera;,     la  melting spenge  iron and scrap in  an  electric   furnace  many 
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different   proportions  of   nfonií?   ir»n 
and   scrap  may   be   used,   in   the   rang«* 
fro«   zero   to   one   hundred   percent,   as 
a  general   principie.      It   is   COMCI; 

to   uae  proportions  of  a ronge   i roi 
above   fifty   percent. 

JMVUlMtNt 
ANIMI RM 
IDOUAIII 

-ap» 
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In any  case,   the   po.--.si tu !Hy      f 
using   appreciable   quanti De«   »• f  err ir 
has   two   ecological   ii; ] u-ations   iKef. 
20-?3)   derived   from recycling   the 
iron   units  contained  in   the   scr 

-Energy  sources  are   crnBi'rvcj 
by  usi ig  scrap,   because   it 
not  necessary   to  again   use 
energy   for   reducing  the   iron 
units  of   the scrap. 

-Non-renewable iron-ore reserves  trnd  to 
^^y b«  conserved by  using appreciable   amount»» 

,  m^^^/ °i scrap. 

^^^L ySynSSSiSt lt  is  *el1    t0  note  another  ecological   as- 
-^^^^B *       pect   (Fig.   65)   of  the  use of  gaseous  direct-red- 
^Hi^^^at uction  processes   in a  country  under   developaent. 
^^^•»T»,. Because the  steel   industry  can  be  introduced at 

(^ a  low  level   of  production as  aini-ateel   plants, 
.«_.,      the successive  location of  these in  «ore  than 

one  place within   the  country say  be  considered, 
thus avoiding  the  excessive  industrial   concentration which  so  character 1 tea 
developed countries as well as  some  countries  under  developaent.     Thus,   a 
country  can  disperse  its centers  of industrial   development   throughout   it« 
territory and so  tend  to avoid  the macroreph,il : c  p),<-n'>'r.ori>!r. w'\.  '•,    1«  observed 
in SOM countries  that  prematurely   foraed megalopolises. 

The 1 
according 

ocation 
to the 

of «ini-plants  (Fig.   66)  «ay  be atrategicaly  determined 
centers of developaent  which   it  is desired  to   foater  in  the 

country.     This  «ay  lead  to  the 
establishment  of aiderurgical   in- 
dustries  in places where  the  uaual 
viability  studies   for  conventional 
processes would not  e  maonly  indicate 
as   convenient.     It  mny   lead  to   fabri 
eating steel   in  uncommon   placea - 
the   Middle of a  detsi-i*      or  arid zone, 
in   arctic zones,   in   the   prairies of 
highlands at  great altitude or ea  the 
coast   by  the  sea,   etc.     "Steel 
ing in unheard-of  placea". 

In Mexico we have   (Fig.   6?), 
for  «xaaple,   steel  industry diseainat 
ed  in   various  part« of  the  country 

(Ref.  26,   55),   consisting both  of conventional 
processes as well   as those of gaseous direct red 
uction. Considerili,' oni.y  thop»; n;   gaseous  direct 
reduction,   there   is  the  case  of a  steel   plant 
along  the  coast  of   the Gulf  of Mexico  at   Veracru«, 
three  plants  in   the arid and  desert       zones  of 
the  northern   part   of the  country at   Monterrey an*i 
one  plant  in   the  highest  prairies f f  the Mexican 
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highlands  at   ''uebla,   »here   the  altitude  18 21^1    m 
»here   the  barometer     stand*  at  67?  millimeters  of 

meters  above  sea level   and 
mercury. 

* 
0«Oti*»»MH.    AMI A O» »»I» 
M»r> OOlltlliON Of *••»» 

In  principle,   it  "»y   *>«   objected   that   the 
'•     ' / _„ scheme  of  diseminating  the  centers  of  develop- 

X ment   is not   economical.     Nevertheless,   it is 
y nmi\   to observe   (Fig.   68)   that   there are many 

factors »hich   determine  the  economy  of  a proj- 
ect  and  the  remotness  or  separation have  only 
a   relative  effect;   for  after all,   a  remote 
center  of development  »ill   in any  case  tend  to 

V..   „• represent  at   the beginning an  economic  activity 
carried out  at   higher  cost  but  all   local  trans 

"-.»..        formation  tends  to ultimately abate  the cost 
and  improve  the  balance  of  payments  of  the  rone 

.urroundin* the  ne»  center  of development, thus  tending  to   finally  cause  the 
local   «cono»-   t;   "take  off"  in   terms of its  own  products  and  services,   thus 
more •«»••rsl »*•! j   catalyzing the  general   development  of  the  country. 

This may  be   illustrated  somewhat 
by  the  example  of  the  scrap market 
(Fig.   69).     In a  place «here local  scrap 
is abundant, the  price  is usually  leas 
than at  a greater  distance »here it is 
not  abundant.     Thus  the greater  price 
offered by  the distant  customer  creates 
an economic  potential  »hich  tends  to 
favor   the  sale  of  scrap to  the  distant 
customer »ho pays   «ore.     At  the same 
time,   the collector  of scrap «ay  col- 

—*     lect   scrap in a larger geographic  area 
because  he «ay locate a distant  customer 
and a  greater  price.     The effect  is  to 

.„«       enlarge  the  geographic  area  for  the 
collection and  sa'.le  of scrap.     The  basic 

restrictions to  this  procees are   inherent  in  the  transportation  facilities 
and their cost,   bordar  crossings  and other   trade barriers  etc. 

It   IB eelÏ   to  consider  that,   on the  edge  of a  geographic  scrapmarket 
gone,   an  interesting  economic  situation occurs because  of the  comparison  of 
alternatives  (Ref.   27 ) which  ara  available   for siderurgie  activity.     For  the 
siderurgist  may  consider  fabricating steel  under  the  following cases: 

-By  melting and   refining scrap only,  at   its available  price at  his aite, 
-Py  considering  various   forms of producing pig iron   or  sponge  iron,   in 

which  case   it   is  necessary   to  incur     capital   costs- I or coking-plant 
»quipm.nt,   pig  iron  production equipment,and/or  equipment  to  produce 
sponge iron;   also  it  would  be necessary  to consider »hether  the  country 
haaedteabl«»  coal   as »ell   as »hether  iron ore and natural  gas are avail- 
able and  whether  siderurgica!   equipment   can  be  manufactured locally in 
whole or   in  part. 

Thi»  is a  very   interesting  set  of  alternatives.     Let  us  examine   the« 
further. 

A   comparison  of  cases  is  presented  in   the  table  of Fig.  70 to  show an 
enample  of  the   effect  of substituting imported scrap in  the  commercial    balance 
of a  country   for  a  hypothetical   example  (Ref.   27).     Each  case implies  that 
certain   term»  of  the   tr-»de  balance are altered either   favorably or  unfavor- 
%bly , the  terns   that  change  and  the magnitude  of the  change, 
it   it   Possible   to  estimate   the  net  effect  on  the  trade  balance  per  ton of iron 
f  r each  cas».     "he   base  case   for   th*>  comparison  is  the  melting and  refining 
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of  inmorted   FC 
in   the  alterna 
scrap must  be 
or   sponge   iron 
price   for   sera 
metric  ton   for 
that   the   other 
tive   they  must 
change  in impo 
dollars per  to 
ween   the net   c 
and   the   $'•0.00 
rerreaent   the 
for   each  case 

rap.     Thus   to  make   steel 
tives   cases,   imported 
substituted  by   p^g  iron 
.     An assumed   import 
p   of  $<+0.00  dollars  per 
this  example.      In  order 
alternatives   be v're- 
present   a  lower   net 

rt   terms  than   S^O.OO 
n.      Thp  difference   bet- 
hnnge  in  import   terms 
dollars   figure  would 

net   favorable   benefit 
in   the example. 

Case A:     Pig  iron  produced  with 
local   coke.     In   this  case   the   changes  in  affected trade   terms 
are  the   following: 

Capital   cost  of imported   equipment   and   spare  parts   for 
making local   ;oke  and   for  producing rig iron.     These 
are equipments  and  spare   Darts   that  need  to  be   import 
ed  under this   case   and as  such   represent  an unfavor- 
able  change  in   the   trade  balar. _-e. 

Concentrated Ore.      It   is  anaimed   that   the  country   possesses 
iron-ore  resource   wr..   n  can  be   concentrated  and   nel- 
letized  to be   exported at  127.00   dollars per   ton  of 
iron.     Thus  unlfr   tr.is case,   when   the ore is   used  to 
produce  pig iron  to  substitute  imported scrap,   each 
ton  of  iron so   produced implies   that  a  ton of   iron as 
concentrated  pelletized ore ceased  to be exported. 
This  represents  an   unfavorable  change  in  a  trade 
balance  term. 
The  net   changa  in   trade balance   terms   for case   A  is 
138.00  dollars   per  metric  ton   of   iron which  in   $2.00 
dollars  less   per  metric  ton   than   shown   for   the   base 
case  of  imported  scrap.     Thus,   case  A  is  favorably 
compared to the  base   case  in  this  example. 

Pig iron  produced with  imported coke  or  coal.     In  this  case  the 
changes  in  affected trade  terras  are  the  following: 

Capital   cost   for  imported  equipment   and   spare  parts   for 
producing pig  iron. 

Cost  of imported coke 
Concentrated Ore.     The  net   change  in   trade-balance   terms  for 

case B is $5^.00 dollars  per  metric  ton which   is  $14.00 
dollars  more  per metric  ton  than   for  the base   case of 
imported scrap.     Thus,   case  Bis   unfavorably   compared 
to   the  base  case  of   imported scrap  in  this example. 

Case Cs     Sponge  iron  produced with  natural  gas.     In   this case  the  changes 
In affected trade  terms are  the  following: 

Capital  cost  of imported  equipment  and  spare  parts   for 
producing sponge  iron   from locally  available  natural 
gas and  iron  ore. 

Concentrated Ore.     The  net  change in   trade balance   terms 
for  case C is  $29.00  dollars  per  metric  ton  of  iron, 
which  is $11.00  dollars less than   for the base  case 
of  imported scrap.     Thus case C  in   this example  is 

very  favorably  compared to  the base  case. 

This example  illustrates the  type  of  considerations  which must  be  made 

Case  B: 
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country  und.r  d.,rel0p.ent.     At   th.  ....   ti.,  it   illustrât.. a  eíJ Jî .fcï.î là 

judged  in  the  Ught  of wny   factors,   a. w. ha», indic.t.d ..for. ku!      iL,«*. 

etc.,   .11   .u.t  be  considered.     No r..l   cas.  ia .«tr...ly    ai.pl.. * 

It   ia well   to not.  th.t   th.  exaaole  of n»    ?n 

f.»or.ble   to  use .  ra.  1 u.p  or,  without   n..d of  conc.lr.tio.   or'p.ll.ti.î.f. 

An   .ighth .dv.nt.g. which   i«  d.rived   fro. th.   u.«  of « g.a.ou.  direct   rad 
uctio.  process      in  .  country under  d.v.lop.ent  i«  that  r.Kuï ïo  tíí LIÎÎM« 
long-range  technological   for.ca.t   (Fig.   71)  in  th.   fi.ld of  Ht .n.l*, HSÎU 

of  th«   futur.  (R.f.   ¿ç,,   30,   51,   V).     It has 
b..n   for.csst  that  th.  .n.rgy sourc.s  of th. 

á futur, sill  adopt   tso  foras:    .l.ctricity and 
A 'S^rc.',* f" ÍB  th«   for« of hydrogen.    Bota ar. id.al 
• • fo*"  «8S.0U. dir.ct-r.duction proc.sss which st 

^^ • th. sas»  ti se ar. acco.pani.d by  th.  us. of 
,^M*M^ -i^-" sl.ctrlc   furnac.s   for  ..lting and  refining. 

*K>*KXOGC*t It  is  «.Il  to  not«  that  hydrogen »ould b. 
an .xc.llent  reducing gas as ..11  a« a non- 
contaainating fuel. 

It 
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*m-n 

is   for.ss.n  (Fig.   ?2)   that   th.  futur. 
sourc.s  of  .n.rgy (nucl.sr  eith.r by 
fusion or   fisión,  th.rasl, or solar- 
spae. .n.rgy)  »in  i,.,j to th. genera, 
tion,   trana.ission.and distribution, 
of larg.  quantities of .l.ctric  .n.rgy. 
It  is .stiaat.d  that, if sn.egy trsns- 
•i ssion s.r.  bss.d on   trans.it tii.f 
hydrog.n,   there would be  Barked ad- 
vantages,   b.csus. it  ia storsbl. (Fig. 
73) whil. .l.ctricity is not.     Also it 
••••« to b.  ch.aper  to  trsaaait at 
«r.st distança  th. ss., quantity of 
•n.rgy as hydrog.n than as slectricity. 

Hydrogen «ay be generated by 
ch..ic.l  or  .l.ctrical  ...ns  (Fig.   74). 
Ch..icsl ..aas includa refor«ing or 
gapifying a nuab.r of  possible   fossil 
fu.ls such ss natural  gas,  hydrocarboa 
liquids,  non-cok.abl. carbon,   organic 
wast.s (R.f.   31)   fro. livestock,  trash, 
•tc.    El.ctrU aeans for generating 
hydrog.n ar. basically those of el.ctro 
lysis,   shich aay be p.rf.ct.d gr.atly ~ 
by taking advantsg. of th.  sci.nc. and 
technology of fu.l c.ll«,   for which 
•ffici.nci.a of th. order of 80* ar. 
•xpected. 

Th. long-rang,  for.cast  indicat.s. 
on th. other hand (Fig.   75),   that on a 
worldwide basis cok.abl«  coal   tends  to 
b. exhsust.d,  whil. non-cok.sbl. cosls 
pPSiSnt great  reserves  (R#f.   32)      jt 
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^^*.T^**' m>tn 

C«i«M.„. ,„,,„. ,M|>„ 

Wlíllll aja   wa*M 

i« .»1. dent  that such • forecast iaslie. a íiüf  t„ ¥ttm. ..   t    , f*ra...  based  oa cok#.     o„  th, 0lll; 1J* J liBit   *?  **•  technology of  the bl.at 
4"elop—t  of ..thod. of iirîet r2>í«Í ì*\ Ì* ** 'norm*1* th« POMi.lt 
«iag ^..t,  »...rail, rouìnUalrprot.:...    Tt J"*0? " * '°lid "«- 
iate tala a#P; „d It .ould ha•?! LPI!f     ?'^ ÎÎ ia not P<»»«ibla to d.i*. 
.«i.t in  thi. „¡„a;        ld hmt* t0 b- r«°«Bi«« that Mny different opinion. 

eaaa.pt of «SMiJt?£ SrtiîT.Î iSM.ÍSÍ'íir
lÍctor *•»•«'«•". th. 

5Ä^-rs^\~- ^î^^S^SÎTK-^î-- KÄS* 
It  i. recoaaendabl. that  per- 

aoa. engaged in coordinating energy 
aourcaa and those who are reeponai- 
ble for  foat.ring the  developaent 
of a country  tak« very auch into 
account  thi. aspect and if «t all 
po..ibl. that  they incorporate into 
th.ir «fforta auch concepto as »ill 
b. congruent  aith the  technological 
for.caat,  looking toward achieving 
opportuaely     or anticipâtedly an 
energy plan baa.d on al.ctricity 
and hydrogen. 
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